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AIDRIVERS SIGNS COLLABORATION AGREEMENT WITH ST ENGINEERING

Aidrivers has announced the signing of a partnership with the Land Systems arm of ST Engineering to provide full turn-key retrofitting of autonomous prime movers for seaports globally. The partnership will look at ways to combine Aidrivers expertise in retrofitting autonomous prime movers with ST Engineering’s full suite of automated engineering solutions
including autonomous vehicle management systems, cybersecurity, 5G communications
system and tele-operations. The requirement for horizontal automation at smart ports and
container terminals of the future is increasing and this collaboration is designed to meet
these demands.
Aidrivers are currently working on a number of autonomous prime movers projects and are
experiencing growing demand from port operators to implement horizontal automation to
improve safety, productivity and demand for skilled labour. Aidrivers offers a range of
autonomous solutions, particularly autonomous trailer based heavy vehicles for both brown
field and greenfield terminals.

“
”

Dr Rafiq Swash, founder and believer of Aidrivers said, “We are delighted to be partnering
with ST Engineering who is one of the leading players in robotics and autonomous systems. This partnership enables us to meet the need of port operators and I am excited
about the opportunities ahead of us.”
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